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SCYTHING, HE EXPLAINS
ISN'T JUST GOOD FOR
THE ENVIRONMENT,
IT BENEFITS THE MIND AND BODY

From useful practical guides to sumptuous studies of plant life, there’s a book for every gardener to put their feet up with this Christmas.

Jane Powers

I have been enjoying this horticultural treat from gardeners to gardeners. The Scything Handbook is a delightful guide to mowing meadows and grain crops by hand. The author describes the mechanics of scything, the processes of selection and maintenance, and the satisfaction of using a scythe to transform lawns into meadows. The Scything Handbook is a delightful guide to mowing meadows and grain crops by hand. The author describes the mechanics of scything, the processes of selection and maintenance, and the satisfaction of using a scythe to transform lawns into meadows.
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Small householders left out in cold by one-size-fits-all policy

Small householders are not considered in calculations on mortgage spending

The same practice is repeated for every other policyholder.

Over the same time, research into householders’ spending and expenditure moved from casual observation to more systematic analysis. Householders “must” pay, to provide a measure of what households should be paying for their services. Although interesting in their own right, these ratio measures are not designed to capture household expenditure. Over the same time, research into householders’ spending and expenditure moved from casual observation to more systematic analysis. Householders “must” pay, to provide a measure of what households should be paying for their services. Although interesting in their own right, these ratio measures are not designed to capture household expenditure.